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BEHAVIOR OF TRAPPED AND BANDED BIRDS
DAYTON STONER
In the course of certain bird-banding activities which I have
been carrying on during the past several months, opportunity has
been afforded for the observation and comparison of the behavior
of a limited number of birds, both adult and young. And it is
of some interest to note the different ways in which these "feath
ered bipeds" conduct themselves under the unusual conditions
during and subsequent to the unlocked for disturbances connected
with the operation of banding.
As is well known, birds as a group are highly energetic crea
tures. Metabolism is rapid, their senses are keenly active at all
times. That different degrees and different methods of response
to outside stimuli are offered is, however, to be expected.
The .observations here recorded have been made principally
on birds that have been taken in government sparrow traps which
have been employed to secure birds for banding purposes. Two
of these traps have been in almost continuous service in my
back yard at my home in Iowa City since about April 1, 1921.
On May 9, after having one trap in operation for more than
a month, both robins and bronzed grackles had been seen approach
ing the trap and even walking over it but, with the exception
of two robins, they persistently refused to enter in spite of the
fact that various supposedly attractive baits had been used. Even
though the trap was moved from time to time, results were not
forthcoming. It seemed apparent that the birds which did fre
quent it were those nesting or about to nest in the immediate
vicinity.
A female robin when taken on April 4, 1921, made desperate
efforts to escape from the trap and in doing so rubbed the feath
ers from about the base of the bill so that this region was bleed
ing slightly. When taken in the hand she struggled very little
though she pecked viciously at a finger presented to her. This
bird was banded as No. 57932. Apparently the experience of
being trapped and banded was without terror to this robin for
she was trapped again on April 20 and May 12 respectively. I
have never had more than a single "Repeat" on a bronzed grackle.
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On the morning of May 12, I discovered a female robin (it
proved to be No. 57932 and this was the second time caught
since banded) and a female bronzed grackle in the trap together.
A free male grackle stood on the trap apparently contemplating
his "unfortunate" companion within while another male stood
on the ground at the side of the trap peering through the netting
at the prisoner. Three or four other grackles were walking
around and over the trap calling to the imprisoned bird which
responded similarly.
The robin had apparently not profited by the experience gained
in its former capture for it as well as the grackle was making
desperate efforts to escape from the trap although the robin's
efforts were more pronounced. As a result of these strenuous
efforts to escape the forehead at the base of the bill of the robin
was again bleeding but otherwise the bird was uninjured. The
band when examined was in good condition and perfectly legible
although scratched a little. While examining the band the bird
pecked viciously at my hand and even held onto the skin with
her bill during a part of the time that the examination was being
conducted as well as struggling considerably during this pro
cedure. When released she flew away quickly giving a few
alarm notes.
The bronzed grackle (No. 56121) was injured in no way that
I could discover. Her efforts to escape from the trap were not
so energetic as those of the robin. The bird struggled only a
very little in the hand and when the latter was opened for her
release the grackle lay quietly for a few moments before flying
away.
A good many robins and bronzed grackles have been taken
since this date and all the individuals of each species seem to
exhibit similar characteristics. The robins invariably struggle
more while in the trap and make desperate efforts to escape when
the operator approaches, the while calling wildly and loudly.
The grackles, especially the males, take things more calmly; they
are fighters and their efforts to escape from the trap are less
pronounced. When released the grackles invariably fly much
farther before alighting than do the robins.
An immature female cardinal (No. 51280) was taken in a
trap on the morning of August 29. The bird was much excited
and jumped about in the trap chirping loudly. When caught,
it struggled hard and attempted to resist the captor by pinching
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with its very strong bill. Indeed it employed this weapon so
effectively as almost to draw blood on the back of my hand.
When forcibly induced to let go it made every effort to pinch and
when once it grasped my finger or the fleshy part of the hand it
could be made to release its hold only with difficulty. During
the banding operation 'it struggled, keeping up at intervals its
chirping. When released the bird flew away easily, alighting in
a small bush near by. In a few seconds it left the premises.
As might have been expected, a house wren (No. 47428) proved
to be an irritable, nervous and extremely active bit of feathered
energy. It made strenuous efforts to escape from the trap and
when the observer approached it uttered low, sharp trills in a
continuous series. While being banded it fought and struggled,
at the same time uttering a weak trill. When the hand was
opened for its release it remained quiet for a moment before
departing.
An almost fully fledged catbird about ready to leave the nest
and banded July 30 (No. 51276) threw a perfect fit of rage and
exhibited a decidedly pugnacious temper when attempt was made
to band it. It squealed and fought more than any bird that I have
yet handled for banding. All the strength, vitality and vivacity
as well as the characteristic alarm notes of the adult were ex
hibited by this young bird, all of which of course aroused con
siderably the members of its immediate family as well as other
birds of the vicinity.
I can not here forego a word regarding the European house
sparrow as illustrating its adaptability and the rapidity with which
it adjusts itself to new situations, both of which qualities are
accountable, I think, for the remarkable success of this species in
America.
When my traps were first placed and baited the sparrows
approached cautiously, from time to time darting down for a
peck at the food offered. In a few days they became bolder,
even taking food partly covered by the first funnel. Two or
three of the less discreet ones were caught. Familiarity has bred
contempt ; for a while an occasional sparrow was taken and one
day eight of these scavengers found their way into the second
compartment of the trap. However, I have not caught a single
sparrow for several months although they eat more of the bait
than all the native birds which visit the vicinity of the traps.
The sparrows now walk nonchalantly under the first funnel and
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into the first compartment of the trap but persistently refuse to
become confused or fly up; if frightened, they run out through
the low entrance and thus escape easily.
I should add, too, that the bronzed grackles seem to have adopted
a bit of sagacity on their own account and they also have become
more wary and difficult to catch in the funnel traps. Other
means are being devised to bring about the wished-for results.
While more than 150 nestlings have been banded, as yet only a
limited number of adult birds has been captured and banded (about
40) and data are not at hand upon which definite conclusions as to
their behavior may be based. Every available bit of evidence is
of value. Our information is being constantly augmented in
various parts of the country through the efforts of a considerable
number of persons under the direction and leadership of the
United States Biological Survey. Larger results may be looked
for as the work of trapping and banding becomes a matter of
more general effort among ornithologists.
UNIVERSITY of IOWA
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